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Nation, will move south to Texas and, that s the southern sympathizers,

the northern sympathizers will go to Kansas. However, you will have

certainly many, many people that will stay. So when you think about the

war in the Indian Territory and you compared it with the war in the

south, parts'of the Indian Territory, that's the bottom one-third will

be destroyed much more than parts of the Deep South, during our Civil

War years. Now as far.as plans for reconstruction. Again like in most

wars, like' in World War II, the planning for,the reconstruction of
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' Germany started in, you might recall, at Dune Martin Oaks in 1943. In

like manner the planning for the reconstruction of the Indian Territory

started in 1862. Now just remember, that a moment ago I made the state-

ment that a number of small tribes brought to Kansas, in the period of

the 30's and 40's and you better understand why the reconstruction idea'

started in the y A r 1862. To better understand the picture *t this •

point, you might be reminded of what happened to the top two-thirds of

the original Ind^an^fatory^ 'in the year 1854, Kansas "and Nebraska,
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•the modern states of Kansas and Nebraska made territories, in preparation

for state-hood. So. at that time although the Federal Government set aside

the-region to the north', to be later states, at that time nothing happened

to th6.small tribes living in Kansas.- So, years will walk along, that be
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four years', six years in the 1850's, and finally £he Civil War years.

' Nothing happened to the Indi'ans in Kansas and Nebraska as far as removal/
Then*finall^during/the war years when the two senators from Kansas,
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by the names, Lane and Pomeroy. The two senators from Kansas started to

work on the reconstruction policy for >the five republics. I would guess

some of you haven't thought of this in years have already got it figured

up, what's going to happen to the small tribes in Kansas. So not until


